
 
 

UNTERNEHMEN FALL WEISS: THE FALL OF POLAND 
 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 01 – OCTOBER 06 1939 
 

Belligerents 

 Germany 

 Soviet Union  

 Slovak Republic  

 Free City of Danzig 

 Poland 

 
At 4:45 a.m. on Sept 1 1939, some 1.5 million German troops invaded Poland all along its 1,750-mile border with German-controlled 

territory. Simultaneously, the German Luftwaffe bombed Polish airfields, and German warships and U-boats attacked Polish naval forces 
in the Baltic Sea. Nazi leader Adolf Hitler claimed the massive invasion was a defensive action, but Britain and France were not 
convinced. On September 3, they declared war on Germany, initiating World War II. 

 
To Hitler, the conquest of Poland would bring Lebensraum, or “living space,” for the German people. According to his plan, the “racially 

superior” Germans would colonize the territory and the native Slavs would be enslaved. German expansion had begun in 1938 with the 
annexation of Austria and then continued with the occupation of the Sudetenland and then all of Czechoslovakia in 1939. Both had been 

accomplished without igniting hostilities with the major powers, and Hitler hoped that his invasion of Poland would likewise be tolerated. 
 

To neutralize the possibility that the USSR would come to Poland’s aid, Germany signed a nonaggression pact with the Soviet Union on 
August 23, 1939. In a secret clause of the agreement, the ideological enemies agreed to divide Poland between them. Hitler gave orders 

for the Poland invasion to begin on August 26, but on August 25 he delayed the attack when he learned that Britain had signed a new 
treaty with Poland, promising military support should it be attacked. To forestall a British intervention, Hitler turned to propaganda and 
misinformation, alleging persecution of German-speakers in eastern Poland. Fearing imminent attack, Poland began to call up its troops, 
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but Britain and France persuaded Poland to postpone general mobilization until August 31 in a last ditch effort to dissuade Germany 
from war. 

 
Shortly after noon on August 31, Hitler ordered hostilities against Poland to begin at 4:45 a.m. the next morning. At 8 p.m. on August 

31, Nazi SS troops wearing Polish uniforms staged a phony invasion of Germany, damaging several minor installations on the German 
side of the border. They also left behind a handful of dead concentration camp prisoners in Polish uniforms to serve as further evidence 

of the supposed Polish invasion, which Nazi propagandists publicized as an unforgivable act of aggression. 
 

 
 
At 4:45 a.m. on September 1, the invasion began. The battleship Schleswig-Holstein was moored at the port of the Free City of Danzig 

on a "courtesy visit" near the Polish military transit station of Westerplatte. The station was on a sandy, narrow peninsula in the harbor, 
garrisoned by a small force of 182 men. At quarter to five on September 1, 1939, the giant guns of the battleship opened up on the 
Polish outpost at point-blank range. As dawn broke, Danzig SS men advanced on Westerplatte expecting to find only the pulverized 

remains of the Polish garrison. Instead, they found the defenders very much alive. In moments the German attack was cut to pieces. 
Further attacks followed. Polish defenders dueled the mighty battleship with a small field gun. At the Polish Post Office in Danzig, postal 

workers and Polish boy scouts held off Nazi forces for most of the day before surrendering. The post office defenders were summarily 
executed. A similar fate awaited Polish railway workers south of the city after they foiled an attempt to use an armored train to seize a 

bridge over the Vistula. 
 

 



 
 
German forces and their Danzig and Slovak allies attacked Poland across most sectors of the border. In the north, they attacked the 

Polish Corridor. In southern and central Poland, German armored spearheads attacked toward Lodz and Krakow. In the skies, German 
planes commenced terror bombing of cities and villages. Nazi armies massacred civilians and used women and children as human 
shields. Everywhere were scenes of savage fighting and unbelievable carnage. Polish forces defending the borders gave a good account 

of themselves. At Mokra, near Czestochowa, the 4th Panzer Division attacked two regiments of the Wolynska Cavalry Brigade. The Polish 
defenders drew the Germans into a tank trap and destroyed over 50 tanks and armored cars. 

 
The battle in the Polish Corridor was especially intense. It was here that the myth of the Polish cavalry charging German tanks was born. 

As General Heinz Guderian's panzer and motorized forces pressed the weaker Polish forces back, a unit of the Pomorska Cavalry Brigade 
slipped through German lines late in the day on Sept. 1 in an effort to counterattack and slow the German advance. The unit happened 

on a German infantry battalion making camp. The Polish cavalry mounted a saber charge, sending the Germans fleeing. At that moment, 
a group of German armored cars arrived on the scene and opened fire on the cavalry, killing several troopers and forcing the rest to 

retreat. Nazi propagandists made this into "cavalry charging tanks" and even made a movie to embellish their claims. While historians 
remember the propaganda, they forget that on September 1, General Guderian had to personally intervene to stop the German 20th 
motorized division from retreating under what it described as "intense cavalry pressure." This pressure was being applied by the Polish 

18th Lancer Regiment, a unit one tenth the size of the German motorized division. 
 

 
 
Meanwhile, Nazi diplomats and propagandists scrambled to head off hostilities with the Western powers, but on September 2 Britain and 

France demanded that Germany withdraw by September 3 or face war. At 11 p.m. on September 3, the British ultimatum expired, and 15 
minutes later British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain went on national radio to solemnly announce that Britain was at war with 

Germany. Australia, New Zealand, and India followed suit shortly thereafter. At 5:00 p.m., France declared war on Germany. 



 
 

Although the country was cheered by the news that France and Britain had declared war on Germany, the Poles were unable to contain 

the German breakthroughs. German forces advanced at a dizzying rate. Employing a military strategy known as the blitzkrieg, or 
“lightning war,” armored divisions smashed through enemy lines and isolated segments of the Polish army, which were encircled and 

captured by motorized German infantry while the panzer tanks rushed forward to repeat the pattern.  
 

Army Lodz, despite furious resistance, was pushed back and lost contact with its neighboring armies. German tanks drove through the 
gap directly toward Warsaw. In the Polish Corridor, Polish forces tried to stage a fighting withdrawal but suffered heavy losses to German 

tanks and dive bombers. In the air, the outnumbered Polish fighter command fought with skill and courage, especially around Warsaw. 
Nevertheless, the Luftwaffe systematically targeted Polish civilians, especially refugee columns. Indiscriminate bombing and shelling of 
Polish cities sent tens of thousands of people fleeing for their lives, crowding the roads and hindering military traffic. 

 
The Polish army was able to mobilize one million men but was hopelessly outmatched in every respect. Rather than take a strong 

defensive position, troops were rushed to the front to confront the Germans and were systematically captured or annihilated. By 
September 8, German forces had reached the outskirts of Warsaw, having advanced 140 miles in the first week of the invasion. 

 

 



 
 
The fast German advance took little account of Army Poznan under the command of Gen. Kutrzeba which had been bypassed on the 

German drive toward Warsaw. On September 8-9, Army Poznan counterattacked from the north against the flank of the German forces 
moving on the Polish capital. The German advance halted in the face of the initial Polish success on the River Bzura. Their superiority in 

tanks and aircraft, however, allowed them to regroup and stop Army Poznan’s southward push. The counterattack turned into a battle of 
encirclement.  

 
Although some forces managed to escape to Warsaw, by September 13, the Battle of Bzura was over and most Polish forces had been 

destroyed. The delay, however, had allowed Warsaw to marshal its defenses, turning the perimeter of the city into a series of makeshift 
forts. In the south, German forces had captured Krakow early in the campaign but their advance slowed down as they approached Lwow. 

The defenders of Westerplatte had surrendered after seven days of fighting against overwhelming odds, but the city of Gdynia and the 
Hel Peninsula still held as Polish coastal batteries kept German warships at bay. Elsewhere, small Polish units isolated by the rapid 
advance regrouped and struck at vulnerable rear-area forces. 

 
The Polish armed forces hoped to hold out long enough so that an offensive could be mounted against Germany in the west, but on 

September 17 Soviet forces invaded from the east and all hope was lost. The next day, Poland’s government and military leaders fled 
the country. On September 28, the Warsaw garrison finally surrendered to a relentless German siege. That day, Germany and the USSR 

concluded an agreement outlining their zones of occupation. For the fourth time in its history, Poland was partitioned by its more 
powerful neighbors. 

 

 
 

Despite their declaration of war against Germany, Britain and France did little militarily to aid Poland. Britain bombed German warships 
on September 4, but Chamberlain resisted bombing Germany itself. Though the Germans kept only 23 divisions in the west during their 
campaign in Poland, France did not launch a full-scale attack even though it had mobilized over four times that number. There were 

modest assaults by France on its border with Germany but these actions ceased with the defeat of Poland. During the subsequent seven 
months, some observers accused Britain and France of waging a “phony war,” because, with the exception of a few dramatic British-

German clashes at sea, no major military action was taken. However, hostilities escalated exponentially in 1940 with Germany’s April 
invasion of Norway and May invasion of the Low Countries and France. 



 
 

In June 1941, Hitler attacked the USSR, breaking his nonaggression with the Soviet Union, and Germany seized all of Poland. During the 

German occupation, nearly three million Polish Jews were killed in the Nazi death camps. The Nazis also severely persecuted the Slavic 
majority, deporting and executing Poles in an attempt to destroy the intelligentsia and Polish culture. A large Polish resistance 

movement effectively fought against the occupation with the assistance of the Polish government-in-exile. Many exiled Poles also fought 
for the Allied cause. The Soviets completed the liberation of Poland in 1945 and established a communist government in the nation. 

 

 



 
 

M’44 SCENARIOS FOR UNTERNEHMEN FALL WEISS: THE FALL OF POLAND 

 
The Fall of Poland campaign includes 28 scenarios: 26 standard scenarios, 2 Breakthrough (BT) scenarios and 1 Overlord (OL) map. 
These scenarios chronicle the major engagements of Unternehmen Fall Weiss, and include only the best available in the Scenarios from 

the Front (SFTF) files section on the DoW website, as well as 2 official scenarios by Richard Borg and jdrommel. 
 

No campaign rules are included; not all M’44 players have access to the Campaign books. Instead, simply tally up the number of medals 
won in each scenario after playing both sides. Medal tally tables for all scenarios are included below.  

 
The Fall of Poland campaign is broken down into 3 smaller campaigns and 4 separate medal tally tables for ease of keeping track of the 
overall campaign. A bonus medal tally table for the 7 “Fall of Poland” scenarios from Campaign Book Volume 2 is also included for those 

players who have access to CB #2.   
 

All scenarios include the Polish army. Although optional, it is suggested that you use the unofficial Battle of Nations rules when playing 
the side of the Polish army. Polish Dragoon rules are only used in CB #2 scenarios. Use Heroic Leaders rules for all other scenarios. 

 

 
 

 

FALL OF POLAND PART ONE 
 

1. SEPT 01: Westerplatte     6. SEPT 01: Battle of Mokra 
2. SEPT 01 – SEPT 07: Battle of the Westerplatte  7. SEPT 01: Defense of Mokra 
3. SEPT 01: Operation Fall Weiss    8. SEPT 01: Mokra BT ** 

4. SEPT 01: Slovak Invasion of Poland   9. SEPT 01: Battle of Mokra OL 
5. SEPT 01: Charge at Krojanty    10. SEPT 01 – SEPT 03: Battle of Wegierska Gorka 
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** Scenario notes: 
 

1. Mokra BT: if the German side wins by exiting 4 units off the map score the full 10 medals. 
 

There are a total of 127 medals if all scenarios are played, 107 medals without the Overlord map, and 87 medals if only the standard 
scenarios are used. 

 

SCENARIO (+ total medal count) P1…………. P2…………. 

1. Westerplatte (10)   

2. Battle of the Westerplatte (12)   

3. Operation Fall Weiss (12)   

4. Slovak Invasion of Poland (8)   

5. Charge at Krojanty (12)   

6. Battle of Mokra (10)   

7. Defense of Mokra (12)   

8. Mokra (BT) (20)   

9. Battle of Mokra (OL) (20)   

10. Battle of Wegierska Gorka (11)   

TOTAL MEDAL TALLY   
 

 
FALL OF POLAND PART TWO 

 
1. SEPT 03: Battle of Mlawa    6. SEPT 09 – SEPT 18: Battle of the Bzura River – Action 1 
2. SEPT 05: Breakthrough at Mlawa BT **   7. SEPT 09 – SEPT 12: Battle of the Bzura 

3. SEPT 07: Battle of Pabianice    8. SEPT 10: Destruction of the Polish Armies  
4. SEPT 07 – SEPT 10: Battle of Wizna   9. SEPT 11: Battle of Kaluszyn 

5. SEPT 08 – SEPT 26: Battle of Warsaw 
 

** Scenario notes: 
 

1. Breakthrough at Mlawa BT: in the event of Sudden Death the German player scores the maximum 12 medals. 
 

There are a total of 116 medals with the Breakthrough map included and 92 medals without. 

 

SCENARIO (+ total medal count) P1…………. P2…………. 

1. Battle of Mlawa (10)   

2. Breakthrough at Mlawa (BT) (24)   

3. Battle of Pabianice (12)   

4. Battle of Wizna (12)   

5. Battle of Warsaw (12)   

6. Battle of the Bzura River Act. 1 (12)   

7. Battle of the Bzura (10)   

8. Destruction of Polish Armies (12)   

9. Battle of Kaluszyn (12)   

TOTAL MEDAL TALLY   
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FALL OF POLAND PART THREE 
 

1. SEPT 12 – SEPT 13: Suburbs of Warsaw   6. SEPT 21 – SEPT 24: The Battle of Grodno ** 
2. SEPT 14 – SEPT 17: 1st Battle of Brest-Litovsk  7. SEPT 23: The Battle of Krasnobryd 

3. SEPT 15 – SEPT 19: Battle of the Bzura River – Action 2 8. OCT 01: Battle of Wytyczno 1 
4. SEPT 17: First Warsaw **    9. OCT 01: Battle of Wytyczno 2 

5. SEPT 21: Russian Invasion of Poland 1939 
 

** Scenario notes: 
 

1. First Warsaw: score 6 medals for meeting the win requirements on both the German and Polish sides. 
2. The Battle of Grodno: if the Russian player wins by Sudden Death score the full 6 medals. 
 

There are a total of 110 medals for these 9 standard scenarios. 
 

SCENARIO (+ total medal count) P1…………. P2…………. 

1. Suburbs of Warsaw (12)   

2. 1st Battle of Brest-Litovsk (12)   

3. Battle of the Bzura River Act. 2 (14)   

4. First Warsaw (12)   

5. Russian Invasion of Poland ‘39 (12)   

6. The Battle of Grodno (12)   

7. The Battle of Krasnobryd (12)   

8. Battle of Wytyczno 1 (12)   

9. Battle of Wytyczno 2 (12)   

TOTAL MEDAL TALLY   
 

There are a grand total of 353 medals if all scenarios are played, 333 medals without the Overlord map, and 289 medals if only the 
standard scenarios are played. 

 

FALL OF POLAND CAMPAIGN TOTALS P1…………. P2…………. 

1. Part 1   

2. Part 2   

3. Part 3   

FINAL MEDAL TALLY   
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ADDITONAL CAMPAIGN BOOK VOL. 2 SCENARIOS 
 

For players that own or have access to the Fall of Poland campaign in Campaign Book Vol. 2, this additional medal table is included. 
 

There are in fact 8 scenarios in the Fall of Poland campaign; “Battle of Warsaw” map by Richard Borg has already been included in Part 
2 of this campaign booklet. The remaining 7 scenarios are placed here in chronological order. 

 

FALL OF POLAND – CB VOL. 2 P1…………. P2…………. 

1. Tuchola Forest (10)   

2. Bzura River (10)   

3. Hel (10)   

4. Kepa Oksywska (12)   

5. Tomaszow Lubelski (12)   

6. Szack (10)   

7. Battle of Kock (10)   

TOTAL MEDAL TALLY   
 

THE INVASION OF POLAND P1…………. P2…………. 

FINAL MEDAL TALLY   
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